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Happy go monkey 226 walkthrough

Adjust the screen size of the game 100% Reset Finished Scene 1. 1. Click the lights to turn on 2. Click both aisle doors to drop **************************************************** Scene 2. 1. Click the loosely posting fence on the right side of screen 2. Pickup list rakes 3. 3 times grabs a bunch of leaves. Scene 3. 1. Click the door knocker to get basket 2. Click all five apples on tree 3. Pick up all five apples
from earth 4. Put all five apples in a basket of five. Click on port 6 again. Open window **************************************************** Scene 4. 1. Pick-up bag 2. Pickup Pumpkin 3. Pick-up rod 4. Pickup grabs 5. Straw hat 6. Place the rod in the floor on the left side of the screen 7. Place the vako on the rod 8. Place the pumpkin on rod 9. Place your hat on the pumpkin 10. Place the rake next to the throw
**************************************************************** Scene 5. 1. The pick-up battery at the top of the cabinet on the right. 2. Move the left sliding door on the cabinet to detect a battery and craft knife. Battery to pick up and craft knife. 3. Move the left sliding door back to its original position, and then move the right sliding port to detect the battery and key. Battery and pick-up key. 4. Use the key on the
door on the left side. 5. The battery to pick up inside the cabinet on the top shelf. 6. Pull the box out of the cabinet. 7. Use the knife on the box. 8. Pull out the game robot 9. Move the box on the top right shelf to discover the battery. Battery to pick up. 10. You can move at the top of the cabinet to discover the battery. Battery to pick up. 11. Open the battery pack on the chest of game robots. 12. Place all
six batteries inside the robot. Scene 6. 1. Click the power button at the top of the device. 2. Click the GAMES folder. 3. Click the game Monster Monkeys. Press to play. 4. Your goal is to get 1000 points. Do it with. Click on monsters of monkeys climbing through buildings to smash windows. B. Click the monster monkey that stomp when the truck goes, so crush it. C. Click the monster monkey, standing on
top of the building, so it collapses the plane. Scene 7. 1. Push the bin over 2. Get it out of the three-piece. Use the coat to pull on the boot of the blue car 4. Brush to pick up 5. Use brush on color 6. Paint 3 lines on the road (A crossing) 7. Open the door on the other side of the road. Scene 8. 1. Move the carpet under the door and discover the key. The key to the takeover. 2. Use the key on the office door.
3. Undusp last bag to get the coin key 4. Move the trash can 5. Pull out the coin and use the key to unlock it. 6. Turn on the power supply by dragging the red lever on the power box 7. Place the socket in socket 8. Open the coin and get a nine coin. Place the coin in the game machine coin slots. 10. Press the red button on the game machine to play game 11. Move the path of cars by pressing the red
button on the machine. If you crash, you get another coin and you put a coin in the gaming machine. Play until you get to 1st place. Scene 9. 1. Lift two rocks from earth two. Spread the bush to the lower right of the screen to discover the third rock. Pickup rock. 3. Drag the lever to the right of the screen to get to the catapult into position. 4. Place the stone at the end of the catapult arm. Turn the catapult by
turning the wheel down. Launch the catapult by dragging the lever to the left of the catapult. 5. Proceed with this step 4 twice more to destroy the castle. Scene 10. 1. Raise the gun on the top left. 2. Defend the research center by shooting enemies. When you get 200 points for shooting enemies, the rifle will be unlocked. By doing so, you can do more damage to your enemy. 3. When you have a 400 point
top it is unlocked. You can kill the enemy with one shot. Proceed until the base is defended and monkey clones come out to help. Scene 11. 1. Move the paper weight from a stack of paper 2. Use the numbers on the 1347 clock to open port lock 3. Pull out fan 4. Connect the fan plug to socket 5. Move the fan upwards by dragging the red lever 6. Press the red button to turn on the fan and watch the papers
fly! Scene 12. 1. Move the stone block by the door to discover the axe. Axe to take over 2. Use an axe on the lock on the cast in the background. Pickup bike from the inside. 3. Use an axe on the tree. We cut him three times to drop the 4th. Place the tree stump in stroller 5. Place the bike on the stroller 6. Move the stroller to break down the door ************************************************ Scene 13. 1.
Pickup pieces of tombs face out of the sand and place them in the correct positions (Use of the obsess as guides) 2. Move the stones to discover 2 end pieces and place the ones in your correct positions 3. Once all the pieces are in, turn the circular lever on the tomb to discover the staff of the 4th Fleet. Place the staff in the statues hand 5. Move the cloud to get sunlight on April 6. Pick up bob 7. Use dots
on the site of solar higlights. Dig three times. 8. Pull out the little golden monkey statue **************************************************************** Scene 14. 1. Pickup Snow shovel 2. Dig up a large pile of snow on the left until the power supply is emptied and pile on the right until a tool box is visible. 3. Takeover tool 4. Open the 5 toolbar. Pickup all 3 wrenches 6. Remove the cover from the switch-off box 7.
With a large wreath turn a large screw and aling wire. Do this with a medium wreath on a medium screw, a small wreath on a small screw. Once the wires are properly stunned, the cable car will begin. Scene 15. 1. Open the recipe on the top shelf on the right side of 2. Get the wire under the old monkey. 3. Use the wire on the wooden wall cabinet on the left side 4. Get the key out of the closet and open the
door to reveal the floral shrub 5. Follow the recipe by inserting the correct number of ingredients into the pot. If you make a mistake, use it to mix and when you see the black smoke rise the pot is reset. RECIPE: 4 x eyeballs 2 x drops of liquid 3 x pens 5 x chicken feet 1 x flower When finished, mix with the ladla to see the potion work its magic. Final level. 1. Click the marked books on the bookshel y to take
down. Pickup yellow and red keys from inside fallen books. At each level of bookshelves there are also books to move to unheed over candy. 2. Use the yellow key on the left door, the red key on the right door 3. Pickup the pair and the ovy for punching from inside the door. 4. Pull the screw over the image to take it down 5. Use a spider on 2 floor tiles and in an uncovered area for a picture to reveal more
candy 6. Use a battering sheep on the door under the stairs to uncover the gas bottle. Fuel bottle. 7. Use battering the sheep on the wall crack on the right side of the screen 3 times to discover more candy. 8. Pickup the snowman and use it on the fireplace. 9. Put the gas bottle on fire, this will explode to reveal more candy 10. Move the vase to break and discover more candy 11. Drag the bear's jaw heads
to the wall to get more candy 12. Pull the bear's eyes out to get a piece of candy 13. Open the window and move the bushes to get candy 14. By using the symbols discovered on the walls, floors, grasses, behind the door, etc. Complete the puzzle. You should have all the candy now! Monkey Go Happy Stage 163 is another exciting adventure in the popular Monkey Go Happy Series. This short but
enjoyable episode takes place inside an unusual blue temple of ruins. You must help our sad and endealys little monkey find your way through the temple and try to discover a series of escape tips! Subject to the usual mechanics of the game (if you played another Happy Go Monkey title) – click on the various objects on the level and try to collect objects and solve puzzles. If you check your backpack,
you'll see the different items you need to collect. The destroyed temple is exhided and you must work your way through each room and solve the puzzles. Can you help our monkey unlock the secrets of the blue temple? If you're enjoying this stage, why not try the next episode – stage 164? The February 2018 release date of Monkey GO Happy: Stage 163 was developed by Pencilkids. Features Large
Ruins to explore hidden objects on the walls Featuring grandma sad monkey and giant giant monster platforms This game is a web browser game (desktop and mobile). Left click controls to interact with an object. Object.
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